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Abstract
Automated essay scoring (AES) aims to score
essays written for a given prompt, which de-
fines the writing topic. Most existing AES
systems assume to grade essays of the same
prompt as used in training and assign only a
holistic score. However, such settings conflict
with real-education situations; pre-graded es-
says for a particular prompt are lacking, and
detailed trait scores of sub-rubrics are required.
Thus, predicting various trait scores of unseen-
prompt essays (called cross-prompt essay trait
scoring) is a remaining challenge of AES. In
this paper, we propose a robust model: prompt-
and trait relation-aware cross-prompt essay trait
scorer. We encode prompt-aware essay repre-
sentation by essay-prompt attention and utiliz-
ing the topic-coherence feature extracted by the
topic-modeling mechanism without access to
labeled data; therefore, our model considers the
prompt adherence of an essay, even in a cross-
prompt setting. To facilitate multi-trait scoring,
we design trait-similarity loss that encapsulates
the correlations of traits. Experiments prove
the efficacy of our model, showing state-of-the-
art results for all prompts and traits. Significant
improvements in low-resource-prompt and infe-
rior traits further indicate our model’s strength.

1 Introduction

Automated essay scoring (AES) aims to score es-
says written for a specific prompt, which defines
the writing instructions and topic. As a subordinate
or alternative to human scorers, it has the advan-
tages of fairness and low costs. Thus far, most
AES systems have been built on the assumptions of
grading essays on the same prompt used for train-
ing and only assigning an overall score, achieving
noticeable growth (Taghipour and Ng, 2016; Dong
et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022).

However, such settings conflict with real-
education systems, where pre-labeled essays for
a specific prompt are not given, and in-depth feed-
back requires multiple trait scores. Acknowledging

Figure 1: Cross-prompt essay trait scoring task

this, recent works have suggested cross-prompt
models (Jin et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020; Ridley
et al., 2020) that are tested using essays of unseen
prompt, like zero-shot learning, and trait-scoring
models (Mathias and Bhattacharyya, 2020; Hussein
et al., 2020; Kumar et al., 2021; He et al., 2022)
that output multiple trait scores. Handling both set-
tings (Figure 1) is a direction for practical AES and
yet has rarely been studied (Ridley et al., 2021).

For a cross-prompt setting, using non-prompt-
specific features that capture the general essay qual-
ities such as length and readability is emphasized
(Ridley et al., 2020; Uto, 2021). This is to avoid the
model biased toward the prompts of trained essays,
but the model fails to reflect any prompt-relevant
information (e.g., whether the essay fits the prompt
topic), inhibiting accurate scoring. For trait scor-
ing, most methods extend holistic scoring models
without particular consideration of trait properties.
Both settings leave huge room for improvement.

In this paper, we propose a robust model, prompt-
and trait relation-aware cross-prompt trait scorer
(ProTACT), with the ultimate goal of improving
AES for practical use. Attending to the prompt-
relevant aspects and trait similarities leads to over-
coming both cross-prompt and multi-trait settings.

To ensure that the model reflects prompt-relevant
information, we introduce a novel architecture to
obtain prompt-aware essay representation. Rather
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than only encoding the essay, we directly encode
the prompt instruction and apply attention. This
provides hints for scoring in cross-prompt settings
since prompt content is always-given information,
even for ungraded essays of new prompts. Further-
more, we suggest extracting the topic-coherence
feature by applying the topic modeling mechanism
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003).
This feature notifies essay coherence on a specific
topic to the model without accessing labels.

To facilitate multi-trait scoring, we designed a
trait-similarity loss that incorporates correlations
between different trait scores. Practically, trait
scores are not independent of one another; for ex-
ample, both Prompt Adherence and Content traits
evaluate prompt-relevant aspects of an essay. Find-
ing strong correlations between trait scores, we
mirror this for model training. Specifically, we pe-
nalize when the similarity of actual trait scores is
over a threshold but that of predicted trait scores
is low. This enhances the advantages of multi-trait
learning by mutually assisting in different tasks.

We evaluate ProTACT with the widely used
ASAP and ASAP++ datasets. ProTACT achieves
state-of-the-art results, outperforming the baseline
system (Ridley et al., 2021) for all QWK scores of
traits and prompts. Significant improvements of
6.4% on average and 10.3% for the Content trait
are observed for a low-resource prompt, which per-
formed poorly due to lacking similar-type training
essays. This highlights the strength of ProTACT in
the cross-prompt setting, overcoming the absence
of pre-graded essays. Remarkably improved assess-
ments for previously inferior traits further prove
the effectiveness of multi-trait scoring. Codes and
datasets are available on Github1.

2 Related Work

AES studies mostly focus on the prompt-specific
holistic scoring task. Aside from early ma-
chine learning-based regression or classification
approaches (Landauer, 2003; Attali and Burstein,
2006; Larkey, 1998; Rudner and Liang, 2002), re-
cent deep-learning-based methods for automati-
cally learning essay representation are dominant.
Notably, approaches that hierarchically represent
essays from word- or sentence- to essay-level show
competitive accuracy (Taghipour and Ng, 2016;
Dong and Zhang, 2016; Dong et al., 2017). Late
attempts to fine-tune pre-trained models to develop

1https://github.com/doheejin/ProTACT

more successful AES include Yang et al. (2020),
who fine-tune BERT by combining regression and
ranking loss, and Wang et al. (2022), who sug-
gest a multi-scale representation for BERT. Zhang
and Litman (2019) additionally encode source ex-
cerpts of source-dependent essays and suggest a
co-attention. Our essay-prompt attention is distinct
from theirs, as we encode the prompt rather than
the source excerpt and apply attention differently.

Pointing out that previous successes in AES are
far from real-world systems, few studies of the
cross-prompt setting suggest methods of not ex-
amining target-prompt essays (Jin et al., 2018; Li
et al., 2020; Ridley et al., 2020). Considering the
essay’s semantic disparity by different prompts,
the use of non-prompt-specific features of general
essay qualities is highlighted in cross-prompt set-
tings; Ridley et al. (2020) crafted the features of
essay qualities, categorized as length-based, read-
ability, text complexity, text variation, and senti-
ment. However, they disregard the topic-coherence
of the essay, which is an important consideration
for grading (Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2004). To con-
sider coherence during rating, we suggest a way of
extracting the topic-coherence feature.

To provide several trait scores that fit the sub-
rubrics, a few trait-scoring studies have been pro-
posed; however, they simply extend the existing
holistic scoring methods by adding multi-output lin-
ear layers (Hussein et al., 2020) or using multiple
trait-specific models (Mathias and Bhattacharyya,
2020; Kumar et al., 2021). Emphasizing both
the cross-prompt and trait scoring task, Ridley
et al. (2021) suggest a leading model for the cross-
prompt trait scoring task. They extend the Dong
et al. (2017) model by setting multiple trait-specific
layers and concatenating the features of Ridley
et al. (2021). Despite achieving the best results
on the task, the performance still lags far behind
the prompt-specific holistic scoring. In addition,
the performance gaps between traits and between
target prompts are remarkable. We propose a novel
architecture to improve cross-prompt trait scoring
and thereby reduce the performance gap.

3 Model Description: ProTACT

To benefit from both automatically learning essay
representations and precisely designed essay fea-
tures, we combine both approaches. Therefore,
ProTACT comprises two main parts: obtaining the
prompt-aware essay representation and extracting
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Figure 2: ProTACT model architecture.

the essay features (Figure 2). The learned prompt-
aware essay representation is concatenated with the
pre-extracted essay features, constructing the final
essay representation to score. The model is trained
with the loss function that interpolates our trait-
similarity loss and the mean squared error (MSE).

3.1 Prompt-aware Essay Representation

We apply the hierarchical structure to encode the
essay, first obtaining sentence-level representations
and then a document-level representation. Hier-
archically learning the document representation
has proven effective for AES models, as it mirrors
the essay structure that comprises sentences (Dong
et al., 2017; Ridley et al., 2020, 2021).

To score multiple traits, we set separate trait-
specific layers on top of the shared layers as the
baseline model (Ridley et al., 2021), but with dif-
ferent layer constructions. Shared layers and trait-
specific layers are for sentence- and essay-level
representations, respectively. To obtain M essay
representations for M traits (including the overall
score), M trait-specific modules exist. Sharing low-
level layers enables information interchange be-
tween different traits, alleviating the data shortage
caused by partial trait coverage.

To obtain prompt-aware essay representation for
each trait, we introduce essay-prompt attention.
Unlike existing methods that only encode the essay,
we encode the prompt information in parallel and
apply attention to the essay representation.

Essay Representation Instead of directly using
word embedding, we use part-of-speech (POS)

embedding for generalized representation, since
doing so prevents overfitting to training data in
cross-prompt settings (Jin et al., 2018; Ridley et al.,
2020, 2021). Each sentence is POS-tagged with the
Python NLTK2 package, and the tagged words of
each sentence are mapped to dense vectors. Then,
to obtain sentence-level representation, the 1D
convolutional layer followed by attention pooling
(Dong et al., 2017) is applied for each sentence.
The following equations explain the convolutional
(Eq. 1) and attention-pooling layers (Eqs. 2, 3, 4):

ci = f(Wc · [xi : xi+hw−1] + bc) (1)

ai = tanh(Wa · ci + ba) (2)

ui =
exp(wu · ai)∑
exp(wu · aj)

(3)

s =
∑

uici (4)

where ci is the feature representation after the con-
volutional layer, Wc is the weight matrix, bc is the
bias vector, and hw is the window size of the con-
volutional layer. The final sentence representation
s is obtained by the weighted sum where ui is the
attention weight, ai is the attention vector, and wu

is the weight vector. Wa and ba are the attention
matrix and bias vector, respectively.

To examine each point of the long-range es-
says effectively, we first apply the multi-head self-
attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) mechanism for
the essay-level representation. Each trait-specific
module takes the generated sentence-level repre-
sentations as input and applies the multi-head self-
attention. Consider the j-th trait score prediction

2https://www.nltk.org/
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task; the output of the previous layer, S, which
is the matrix of sentence representations set as a
query, key, and value:

Hj
i = Att(SW j1

i , SW j2
i , SW j3

i ) (5)

MH(S)j = Concat(Hj
1, ...,H

j
h)W

jO (6)

where Att and Hi denote scaled-dot product at-
tention and the i-th head, respectively, and W j1

i ,
W j2

i , and W j3
i are the parameter matrices. To the

best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply the
multi-head self-attention mechanism in both cross-
prompt and trait-scoring settings. We hypothesize
that this better models the structural aspect of the
essay with the use of POS embedding and easily
captures the relationship between different points
of the essay from various perspectives.

Next, the recurrent layer of LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) is applied to the output:

hj
t = LSTM(mj

t−1,m
j
t ) (7)

where j is the j-th trait score prediction task, mj

is the concatenated output of the previous layer,
and hj

t denotes the hidden representation for the
j-th task at time-step t. As LSTM captures sequen-
tial connections, directly applying it to a relation-
encoded representation can lead to the sequential in-
terpretation of relations (Li et al., 2018). This is fol-
lowed by the attention pooling layer (Eqs. 2, 3, 4).

Prompt Representation In practical education
situations, grades are scored based on prompt in-
structions. Inspired by this, we encode the prompt
instruction corresponding to each essay and make
the model attend to it. Prompt representation is also
obtained in the same order as the essay represen-
tation: embedding layer, convolutional layer with
attention pooling, multi-head self-attention with
LSTM, and attention pooling layer. However, to
contain the contents of the prompt, we add the POS
embedding with the pre-trained GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) word embedding.

Essay-Prompt Attention For the next step,
essay-prompt attention is performed using a multi-
head self-attention mechanism. The queries are set
as the obtained prompt representation and the keys
and values are set as the obtained essay representa-
tion. This allows every position of the essay to view
sub-parts of the prompt; hence, essay-prompt at-
tention captures the relationship between the essay
and the prompt. Finally, the LSTM with attention
pooling layer is applied to obtain the prompt-aware
essay representation, paj , for each j-th task.

Essay ID Topic Distribution [(Topic, Prob)] TC
1 [(0, 0.8337), (5, 0.16295)] 0.8337
2 [(0, 0.7541), (1, 0.0472), (5, 0.1472), ...] 0.7541
... ... ...

11194 [(2, 0.0477), (5, 0.8701), (6, 0.0727)] 0.8701
11195 [(0, 0.0705), (2, 0.0664), (5, 0.8405), ...] 0.8405

Table 1: Example of the extracted features by LDA for
each essay (TC denotes the Topic-coherence feature).

Final Prediction The essay representation is sub-
sequently concatenated with pre-engineered fea-
tures. As in the baseline model, we also use the non-
prompt-specific features of PAES (Ridley et al.,
2020) that are exquisitely engineered to represent
general essay quality in various aspects. How-
ever, we additionally concatenate our own feature
of topic coherence. The feature vectors, f , are
then concatenated with each trait prediction, paj :
conj = [paj ; f ].

Then, the trait-attention defined in Ridley et al.
(2021) is performed to attend to the representations
of the other traits where j = 1, 2, . . . ,M :

A = [con1, . . . , conM ] (8)

vji =
exp(score(conj ,A−j,i))∑
l exp(score(con

j ,A−j,l))
(9)

tj =
∑

vjiA−j,i (10)

finalj = [conj ; tj ] (11)

where A is a concatenation of the representations
for each trait prediction; A−j indicates the mask-
ing of the target trait’s representation; vji is the
attention weight for the i-th trait; tj is the attention
vector. The final representation, finalj , for each
trait prediction is obtained by concatenating conj

and tj . Lastly, the final trait score, ŷj is obtained
by applying a linear layer with the sigmoid func-
tion ŷj = sigmoid(wj

y · finalj + bjy). Here, wj
y is

a weights vector and bj
y is a bias.

3.2 Topic-Coherence Feature
To complement the existing non-prompt-specific
features, in which prompt-related information is
entirely excluded, we suggest using the LDA topic
modeling mechanism. Looking at the document
sets with the number of topics as a hyper-parameter,
LDA identifies the topics and topic distributions for
each document. Therefore, it can find out how an
essay is focused on a particular topic, considering
essays as documents. Since only essays are used
without labels, features can be extracted even for
new prompt essays in cross-prompt situations.
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Figure 3: Box plot distributions of topic-coherence fea-
tures of essays according to their Narrativity trait scores.

Specifically, given the essay sets written for N
prompts, we apply LDA by setting the number
of topics as N to obtain the topic distribution for
each essay (Table 1); having multiple topics with
low probabilities indicates lacked focus on a single
topic, while the presence of a high-probability topic
implies high focus on a certain topic. Then, the
highest topic rate among the topic distributions for
each essay is extracted as the topic-coherence fea-
ture. LDA is conducted separately for each training
set since target-prompt essays should not be seen
in training, eg., the training set of target-prompt
1 only includes prompts 2–8 essays. For testing,
target-prompt essays are also used for extraction.

Does the Feature Imply Topic-coherence? To
examine whether our feature connotes the topic-
coherence, we investigate the extracted feature’s
distribution with labeled Narrativity trait score on
our dataset, which is the attribute for evaluating
the essay’s coherence to the prompt, with integers
0–4. We plot the case when the target-prompt is
5, as it has the most essays among the prompts for
which Narrativity trait is evaluated. Figure 3 shows
box plot3 distributions of extracted features accord-
ing to essays’ Narrativity trait scores. The plotted
training set only includes prompts 3,4, and 6 essays
because only prompts 3–6 have labeled Narrativity
score. The greater distribution of high topic co-
herence at higher Narrativity scores indicates that
our feature reflects the essay’s actual topic coher-
ence. It is noteworthy that the test set shows similar
trends in that our feature can give direct hints about
consistency when scoring unseen prompt essays.

Does the Topic Correspond to Each Prompt?
We further investigate the probability of the same
prompt’s essays having the same highest topic, in
each training set (Table 2). Each Set denotes the
training essay set of the target-prompt n, where

3seaborn (https://seaborn.pydata.org/) is used.

Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4 Set5 Set6 Set7 Set8
Pr1 0.996 1.000 0.685 0.680 1.000 0.979 0.885 0.996
Pr2 0.985 0.984 0.994 0.994 0.993 0.996 0.994 0.996
Pr3 0.976 0.987 0.980 0.981 0.982 0.978 0.987 0.981
Pr4 0.995 0.994 0.996 0.996 0.985 0.985 0.981 0.986
Pr5 0.999 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.998 0.994 0.997 0.996
Pr6 0.841 0.975 0.994 0.995 0.992 0.964 0.998 0.998
Pr7 0.936 0.535 0.996 0.994 0.994 0.965 0.996 0.978
Avg 0.961 0.925 0.949 0.948 0.992 0.980 0.977 0.990

Table 2: The probabilities of the essays of the same
prompt have the same highest topic in each training set.

Figure 4: Correlation coefficients and cosine similarities
between the ground-truth trait scores of prompt types 1,
2, and 8, which have the same trait composition.

LDA is separately applied. The left index of Pr1–7
denotes different prompts by the Set since each
target prompt is excluded. For example, index Pr1
of Set1 denotes the probability of prompt 2 essays
having the same highest topic. Overall high prob-
abilities imply that topics extracted by LDA are
strongly related to the actual prompts, further noti-
fying that our feature allows the model to recognize
prompt relevance even in the cross-prompt setting.

3.3 Trait-Similarity Loss
As in most AES systems, the existing cross-prompt
trait scoring system is trained with the MSE loss.
However, the only use of MSE loss disregards
the correlations between different trait scores (Fig-
ure 4). We integrate trait-relationship into the loss
function, called the Trait-Similarity (TS) loss. In
detail, when the similarity of the ground-truth trait
score vectors is beyond the threshold, the model
learning proceeds in the direction to increase the
similarity of the predicted trait score vectors. The
TS loss (Lts) is defined as follows:

Lts(y, ŷ) =
1

c

M∑

j=2

M∑

k=j+1

TS(ŷj , ŷk,yj ,yk) (12)

TS =

{
1− cos(ŷj , ŷk) , if r(yj ,yk) ≥ δ

0 , otherwise
(13)

where cos and r denote the cosine similarity
and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC),
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Prompt Essay Type Num of Essays Avg Length Traits
1 Argumentative 1785 350 Content, Word Choice, Organization, Sentence Fluency, Conventions
2 Argumentative 1800 350 Content, Word Choice, Organization, Sentence Fluency, Conventions
3 Source-Dependent 1726 150 Content, Prompt Adherence, Narrativity, Language
4 Source-Dependent 1772 150 Content, Prompt Adherence, Narrativity, Language
5 Source-Dependent 1805 150 Content, Prompt Adherence, Narrativity, Language
6 Source-Dependent 1800 150 Content, Prompt Adherence, Narrativity, Language
7 Narrative 1569 300 Content, Organization, Conventions
8 Narrative 723 650 Content, Word Choice, Organization, Sentence Fluency, Conventions

Table 3: Summarization of the ASAP and ASAP++ combined dataset (Mathias and Bhattacharyya, 2018).

respectively; δ is the threshold and c is the
number of calculated TS that is not 0; yj =
[y1j , y1j , · · · , yNj ] is j-th ground-truth trait vector
and ŷj = [ŷ1j , ŷ2j , · · · , ŷNj ] is predicted trait vec-
tor. Note that Overall trait (j = 1) is excluded, as
its score has relatively low correlations than other
traits. The total loss, Ltotal, is calculated as the
interpolation of Lmse and Lts:

Ltotal(y, ŷ) = λ · Lmse(y, ŷ) + (1− λ) · Lts(y, ŷ)

where the MSE loss is defined as, Lmse(y, ŷ) =
1

NM

∑N
i=1

∑M
j=1(ŷij − yij)

2, when predicting M
trait scores for N essays and given the ground truth
y and prediction ŷ. Note that TS loss of reflecting
similarity between the traits is distinct from Wang
et al. (2022)’s work of reflecting the similarity be-
tween the actual score and predicted score in a loss
function for prompt-specific holistic scoring.

Given the entire trait set, Y , the specific trait set
for each i-th training sample Y i differs depending
on its prompt. Thus, for accurate calculation, mask-
ing to handle traits without gold scores is applied
as yi = yi ⊗ maski and ŷi = ŷi ⊗ maski. On
the i-th essay, maskij is computed for the j-th trait
with the following function (Ridley et al., 2021):

maskij =

{
1, if Yj ∈ Y i

0, otherwise
(14)

4 Experiment

We experimented with the same dataset4 as the
baseline system, which is comprised of the publicly
available Automated Student Assessment Prize
(ASAP5) and ASAP++6 datasets (Mathias and
Bhattacharyya, 2018). The original ASAP dataset
contains eight prompts and their corresponding
English-written essay sets, without personal infor-
mation. Essays are assigned human-graded scores

4https://github.com/robert1ridley/
cross-prompt-trait-scoring/tree/main/data

5https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes
6https://lwsam.github.io/ASAP++/lrec2018.html

for their overall quality, and only essays of prompts
7 and 8 are assigned additional scores for several
traits of scoring rubrics. Thus, the ASAP++ dataset,
which has the same essay sets as ASAP but addi-
tionally graded trait scores for Prompts 1–6, is also
utilized. Therefore, trait scores for prompts 1–6 are
from the ASAP++, whereas trait scores for prompts
7 and 8 and overall scores for all prompts are from
the ASAP dataset (Table 3). For comparison, we
exclude the Style and Voice attributes, which only
appear in one prompt, as in the baseline model.

Validation and Evaluation For the overall train-
ing procedure, we applied the prompt-wise cross-
validation that is used for the existing cross-prompt
AES (Jin et al., 2018; Ridley et al., 2020, 2021).
In detail, essays of one prompt are set as test data
while essays of other prompts are set as training
data, which is repeated for each prompt. The de-
velopment set of each case comprises essays of the
same prompts as the training set. For the evalua-
tion, we used Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK),
the official metric for ASAP competition and most
frequently used for AES tasks, which measures the
agreement between the human rater and the system.

Training Details For a fair comparison, we main-
tained training details of the baseline model, other
than those required by ProTACT. Out of the total
50 epochs, the one with the highest average QWK
score for all traits in the development set was se-
lected for the test. We set the dropout rate as 0.5,
CNN filter and kernel size as 100 and 5, respec-
tively, LSTM units as 100, POS embedding dimen-
sion as 50, and batch size as 10. We set two heads
and the embedding dimension to 100 for multi-
head attention. The total number of parameters is
2.76M . For TS loss, δ of 0.7, and λ of 0.7 are used.
The RMSprop algorithm (Dauphin et al., 2015) is
used for optimization. The code is implemented in
Tensorflow 2.0.0 and Python 3.7.11, and a Geforce
RTX 2080Ti GPU card is used. Running the model
five times with different seeds, {12, 22, 32, 42, 52},
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Prompts
Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 AVG SD(↓)
PAES (Ridley et al., 2020) 0.605 0.522 0.575 0.606 0.634 0.545 0.356 0.447 0.536 -
CTS (Ridley et al., 2021) 0.623 0.540 0.592 0.623 0.613 0.548 0.384 0.504 0.553 -
*CTS-baseline 0.629 0.543 0.596 0.620 0.614 0.546 0.382 0.501 0.554 0.020
ProTACT 0.647 0.587 0.623 0.632 0.674 0.584 0.446 0.541 0.592 0.016

Table 4: Average QWK scores over all traits for each prompt; SD is the averaged standard deviation for five seeds,
and bold text indicates the highest value.

Traits
Model Overall Content Org WC SF Conv PA Lang Nar AVG SD(↓)
PAES (Ridley et al., 2020) 0.657 0.539 0.414 0.531 0.536 0.357 0.570 0.531 0.605 0.527 -
CTS (Ridley et al., 2021) 0.67 0.555 0.458 0.557 0.545 0.412 0.565 0.536 0.608 0.545 -
*CTS-baseline 0.670 0.551 0.459 0.562 0.556 0.413 0.568 0.533 0.610 0.547 0.012
ProTACT 0.674 0.596 0.518 0.599 0.585 0.450 0.619 0.596 0.639 0.586 0.009

Table 5: Average QWK scores over all prompts for each trait (WC: Word Choice; PA: Prompt Adherence; Nar:
Narrativity; Org: Organization; SF: Sentence Fluency; Conv: Conventions; Lang: Language).

the average scores represent the final scores. LDA
is applied using the Gensim7 library, specifying the
number of prompts as the number of topics. Con-
sidering that each training and test uses an essay
set of seven and eight prompts for LDA, the passes
are set to 12 and 15, respectively.

5 Results and Discussion

The results clearly show that ProTACT outperforms
the baseline CTS model for all prompts (Table 4)
and traits (Table 5). In Ridley et al. (2021), PAES
of the cross-prompt holistic scoring model is sep-
arately used for each trait scoring as a compari-
son of CTS, which is their proposed model. The
*CTS-baseline is our implementation, with which we
mainly compared our model for a fair comparison.

For target-prompt predictions (Table 4), Pro-
TACT achieved 3.8% improvements on average.
Compared to prompts 1 and 4, which already
had high-quality predictions of 0.629 and 0.620,
the other six prompts’ predictions achieved larger
improvement, reducing gaps between different
prompts. This indicates that our methods provide
more aid when predicting essays of a target prompt
vulnerable to cross-prompt settings.

We further investigated the low-resource prompt,
which lacks similar-type essays in its training data
(Table 6). When predicting target-prompt 7, only
723 essays are of the same Narrative type (prompt
8) in the training set (Table 3). We compare their
results with prompts 1,2, and 8, which contain all
traits of prompt 7. ProTACT for target-prompt
7 achieved an average 6.4% increment, and espe-
cially a 10.3% increment for the Content trait; the

7https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/

Target Model Overall Content Org Conv Avg

1,2,8
(avg)

*CTS-baseline 0.679 0.523 0.535 0.490 0.557
ProTACT 0.673 0.585 0.585 0.523 0.592

∆ -0.6% 6.2% 5.0% 3.3% 3.5%

7
*CTS-baseline 0.720 0.398 0.231 0.179 0.382

ProTACT 0.735 0.501 0.315 0.232 0.446
∆ 1.5% 10.3% 8.4% 5.3% 6.4%

Table 6: Comparison of QWK scores for Prompt 7 and
Prompt 1,2,8 (averaged). Target means target-prompt.

improvement rate is almost twice that of prompts
1, 2, and 8. This is noticeable given the severely
inferior baseline target-prompt 7 predictions of all
three trait scores, except Overall. Another point to
note is that prompts 1, 2, 8, and 7 all deal with long
essays (Table 3) that require strong encoding ability
(Wang et al., 2022), but improved 4.2% on average,
implying the efficacy of our encoding strategy.

For each trait scoring task (Table 5), ProTACT
achieved an average 3.9% enhancement over the
baseline system. In particular, noticeable improve-
ments are shown in all traits except the Over-
all, which already had considerably higher per-
formance than other traits. Multiple trait-scoring
tasks share information between layers, so inferior
tasks might benefit more than superior tasks. Thus,
ProTACT alleviates the data shortages in specific
trait-scoring tasks caused by partial-trait coverage.

5.1 Ablation Studies

Incremental Analysis To explore the impact of
each model component, we conducted an incremen-
tal analysis. Starting from encoding essay repre-
sentation with a multi-head self-attention mecha-
nism and using general essay features, we gradually
added essay-prompt attention, topic-coherence fea-
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Prompts
Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 AVG SD(↓)
*CTS-baseline 0.629 0.543 0.596 0.620 0.614 0.546 0.382 0.501 0.554 0.020
MSA 0.635 0.561 0.594 0.617 0.617 0.557 0.404 0.533 0.565 0.017
+ Essay-Prompt Att 0.638 0.559 0.595 0.624 0.615 0.567 0.397 0.531 0.566 0.017
+ TC feature 0.639 0.581 0.618 0.634 0.657 0.580 0.436 0.525 0.584 0.015
+ TS loss (ProTACT) 0.647 0.587 0.623 0.632 0.674 0.584 0.446 0.541 0.592 0.016

Table 7: Results of ablation studies. The average QWK scores over all traits for each prompt. MSA denotes
multi-head self-attention, TC feature denotes the Topic-coherence feature.

Traits
Model Overall Content Org WC SF Conv PA Lang Nar AVG SD(↓)
*CTS-baseline 0.670 0.551 0.459 0.562 0.556 0.413 0.568 0.533 0.610 0.547 0.012
MSA 0.671 0.562 0.486 0.580 0.573 0.441 0.568 0.545 0.610 0.560 0.012
+ Essay-Prompt Att 0.671 0.565 0.477 0.582 0.574 0.435 0.573 0.550 0.618 0.561 0.012
+ TC feature 0.673 0.592 0.500 0.591 0.577 0.444 0.612 0.570 0.633 0.577 0.012
+ TS loss (ProTACT) 0.674 0.596 0.518 0.599 0.585 0.450 0.619 0.596 0.639 0.586 0.009

Table 8: Results of ablation studies. The average QWK scores over all prompts for each trait.

Figure 5: Improvement over the baseline model when
incrementally applying each method of ProTACT.

ture, and TS loss. The results show both prompt-
and trait-wise incremental advances (Tables 7,8).

In particular, remarkable improvements on all
prompts after applying +TC feature prove that in-
forming prompt-related knowledge facilitates scor-
ing in cross-prompt settings (Table 7). Figure 5
shows increases in trait scoring tasks over the base-
line (Table 8). The simple use of self-attention
improves overall trait-scoring tasks, especially for
syntactic traits such as Conventions and Organiza-
tion, which evaluate overall grammatical writing
conventions and essay structure, respectively. This
matches our goal of multi-head self-attention cap-
turing the structural and syntactic aspects. In con-
trast, supplementary use of essay-prompt attention
somewhat decreases the scoring quality for those
syntactic traits, yet particularly increases prompt-
relevant traits such as Prompt-Adherence and Nar-
rativity. Using the topic-coherence feature remark-
ably enhances scoring for Prompt Adherence and
Content traits, which evaluates the essay’s adher-
ence to the topic and quantity of prompt-relevant

δ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
PCC 0.583 0.585 0.586 0.586 0.586
Cosine Similarity 0.585 0.586 0.584 0.585 0.585

Table 9: Results of the TS loss with variations

text in the essay, respectively (Mathias and Bhat-
tacharyya, 2018). The results on typical coherence-
related traits (Shin and Gierl, 2022) prove that our
feature explicitly supports related-aspect scoring
and grows interpretability. Lastly, TS loss enhances
all trait-scoring tasks, which shows the reflection of
trait correlations boosts multi-trait joint learning.

TS Loss with Variations To further optimize
the TS loss, we have changed the criterion for the
loss from PCC to cosine similarity. In addition,
we experimented with the different values of the
hyper-parameter δ for both conditions. Different δ
values greater than 0.6 and condition change have
little influence (Table 9). Since the average corre-
lation between trait scores is 0.87 and the cosine
similarity is 0.97, no significant variation appeared
when constraining the similarity over high values.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a prompt- and trait relation-aware
cross-prompt essay trait scorer (ProTACT) to im-
prove AES in practical settings. Experimental re-
sults prove that informing prompt-relevant knowl-
edge to the model assists the scoring of unseen
prompt essays, and capturing trait similarities facil-
itates joint learning of multiple traits. Significant
improvements in low-resource-prompt and inferior
traits indicate the capacity to overcome the lacked
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pre-rated essays and strength in multi-trait scoring.

Limitations

The limitations of our work can be summarized
in three points. First, as mentioned in Section 5,
although a direct consideration of prompt infor-
mation is helpful for related trait-scoring tasks, it
may not be for irrelevant traits. Therefore, selec-
tively applying each method depending on which
traits are to score might further improve the model.
Second, although the use of pre-engineered fea-
tures, such as our topic-coherence feature, has the
advantage of interpretability (Uto et al., 2020), it re-
quires additional engineering steps, as in other AES
studies using hand-crafted features (Amorim et al.,
2018; Dascalu et al., 2017; Nguyen and Litman,
2018; Ridley et al., 2021). Finally, despite the large
improvements observed on the specific datasets
ASAP and ASASP++, the model has not experi-
mented on other datasets. Feedback Prize dataset8

is well-designed for scoring English-written argu-
mentative writings with multiple trait labels, but
the prompts are not defined; thus, it does not fit
for cross-prompt AES. Essay-BR dataset (Marinho
et al., 2022) contains essays on multiple prompts
with labeled multiple trait scores. Thus, in future
work, our proposed methods can be extended to
multilingual cases of AES using the dataset.
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A Detailed Ablation Studies

In our main paper, we have conducted the incre-
mental analysis in Section 5.1 to examine the effect
of gradually adding each model component. The
results have shown that adding the TC feature to the
model, where multi-head self-attention and essay-
prompt attention are applied, yields the greatest
performance improvement. To closely investigate
the individual contribution of the seemingly effec-
tual TC feature, we now compare the results of
separately adding the TC feature and essay-prompt
attention (Table 10).

The noticeable point is that despite little over-
all improvements when separately applying essay-
prompt attention and the TC feature, their simulta-
neous application leads to significantly increased
performance. These results indicate our proposed
methods can yield synergies when jointly applied.
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Traits
Model Overall Content Org WC SF Conv PA Lang Nar AVG SD(↓)
MSA 0.671 0.562 0.486 0.580 0.573 0.441 0.568 0.545 0.610 0.560 0.012
MSA + Essay-Prompt Att 0.671 0.565 0.477 0.582 0.574 0.435 0.573 0.550 0.618 0.561 0.012
MSA + TC feature 0.672 0.562 0.485 0.585 0.565 0.428 0.609 0.568 0.629 0.567 0.011
MSA + Essay-Prompt Att + TC feature 0.673 0.592 0.500 0.591 0.577 0.444 0.612 0.570 0.633 0.577 0.012

Table 10: Results of detailed ablation studies. The average QWK scores over all prompts for each trait.

Figure 6: Correlation coefficient (1st row) and cosine similarity (2nd row) between ground-truth trait scores of all
prompt types.

B Analysis of Trait Relationship

In Section 3.3, we showed the correlation coeffi-
cients and cosine similarities between the ground-
truth trait scores of prompt types 1,2, and 8, which
have the same trait composition. To further ana-
lyze relations between all different traits, we ad-
ditionally examined trait scores of other prompts
(Figure 6). Likewise, we investigated the relation-
ship between trait scores within prompts that are
evaluated of the same traits. The correlation and
cosine similarity results within the same prompt
sets show similar tendencies, although the specific
values are different. This explains the construction
of our TS loss, which has criteria of correlation
between actual trait scores while reflecting cosine
similarities of predicted trait scores. Moreover, we
find out higher similarities between prompt-related
traits such as Prompt Adherence and Content. How-
ever, a relatively low association is observed for
traits with distinctive evaluation rubrics, such as
Conventions and Content traits.

C Topic-coherence Feature and Related
Traits

In the main paper, we examined the relationship of
our topic-coherence feature with Narrativity trait

Figure 7: Box plot distributions of topic-coherence fea-
tures of essays according to their Prompt Adherence
trait scores.

score to see if extracted features using LDA truly re-
flect the coherence of the essay (Section 3.2). Since
we subsequently found that the topic is highly re-
lated to the prompt, we additionally investigated
the feature relationship with the Prompt Adherence
trait score, which is another coherence-related trait
(Shin and Gierl, 2022). We also examine the case
of predicting target-prompt 5, where the training
set contains essays of prompts except 5. Since only
prompts 3–6 have Prompt Adherence trait for eval-
uation, plotted training set only contains essays of
prompts 3,4 and 6. Figure 7 shows similar tenden-
cies as the distribution with Narrativity trait, imply-
ing that the topic-coherence feature also conveys
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whether the essay written adherent to the prompt.
These findings further explain the observed sig-
nificant improvements on Prompt Adherence trait
scoring, in incremental analysis (Figure 5).

D Examples of the Prompt

Table 11 shows the specific examples of the prompt
in the ASAP dataset, which we utilized. We en-
coded the corresponding prompt contents for each
essay. Prompts 1–2 define argumentative essay
writing, prompts 3–6 describe the writing of source-
dependent essays, and prompts 7–8 define the nar-
rative type of essays.

Prompt ID Prompt

1 More and more people use computers, but not everyone
agrees that this benefits society. Those who support advances
in technology believe that computers have a positive effect
on people. They teach hand-eye coordination, give people
the ability to learn about faraway places and people, and
even allow people to talk online with other people. Others
have different ideas. Some experts are concerned that people
are spending too much time on their computers and less time
exercising, enjoying nature, and interacting with family and
friends. Write a letter to your local newspaper in which you
state your opinion on the effects computers have on people.
Persuade the readers to agree with you.

2 Censorship in the Libraries. "All of us can think of a book
that we hope none of our children or any other children have
taken off the shelf. But if I have the right to remove that
book from the shelf – that work I abhor – then you also have
exactly the same right and so does everyone else. And then
we have no books left on the shelf for any of us." –Katherine
Paterson, Author. Write a persuasive essay to a newspaper
reflecting your vies on censorship in libraries. Do you be-
lieve that certain materials, such as books, music, movies,
magazines, etc., should be removed from the shelves if they
are found offensive? Support your position with convincing
arguments from your own experience, observations, and/or
reading.

3 Write a response that explains how the features of the setting
affect the cyclist. In your response, include examples from
the essay that support your conclusion.

4 Read the last paragraph of the story. "When they come
back, Saeng vowed silently to herself, in the spring, when
the snows melt and the geese return and this hibiscus is
budding, then I will take that test again." Write a response
that explains why the author concludes the story with this
paragraph. In your response, include details and examples
from the story that support your ideas.

5 Describe the mood created by the author in the memoir.
Support your answer with relevant and specific information
from the memoir.

6 Based on the excerpt, describe the obstacles the builders
of the Empire State Building faced in attempting to allow
dirigibles to dock there. Support your answer with relevant
and specific information from the excerpt.

7 Write about patience. Being patient means that you are
understanding and tolerant. A patient person experience dif-
ficulties without complaining. Do only one of the following:
write a story about a time when you were patient OR write a
story about a time when someone you know was patient OR
write a story in your own way about patience.

8 We all understand the benefits of laughter. For example,
someone once said, "Laughter is the shortest distance be-
tween two people." Many other people believe that laughter
is an important part of any relationship. Tell a true story in
which laughter was one element or part.

Table 11: The eight prompts of the ASAP dataset.
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